US National Standard in Culture

32
Our Home in Music
Song:
Marvin Gaye: What’s Going On.
Stevie Wonder: Superstition.
Johann Sebastian Bach: You ask what is the difference
between European and the U.S. music, and I would say it is
the sense of home. We had to move when conflict took
place, there be a feud brewing. Or we did not have the
freedom and democracy that you have.
ANDREA SELESTOW: The home in music is not limited to
song Sweet Home Alabama on home. It is patriotic song! It is
singing what is of value here in the United States that must
not be lost!
Nancy of Oregon: The Second Advent Teachings of this age
says that with the Presence of Mother Mary and Moses and
the return of the Teachings, you see, you are embarking on
the journey homeward in the Ascension. It was the diabolical
music of the sixties that marijuana-deathdrug was
introduced and accepted in social society.
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FATHER MALACHI: You do not recognize the hardships.
The disciples looked in the first century and again in the
second century after the passing of Jesus Christ for the
return of the Second Advent Teachings that they might be
ascending.
FATHER STRONG: These drugs and culture of crime are
deterrents to your ascension!
FATHER MALACHI: You are the Chosen People.
FATHER STRONG: You see this frustration time and time
again, that they looked for the return of Jesus Christ’s
Teachings—the Second Advent Teachings—and it would be
war after war between the Christians and Islam.
MOTHER MARY: You have been shown the jihad— the holy
war against Christ by [those who practice feuds1]— and this
Thomas Jefferson atheist nation, you must see to fight this
war against hemp. You were not able to speak upon 9/11,
Guantanamo Bay. Then try!
JARVIS RAYMOND: These are records yet to be sung upon,
that home will not be violated by jihad. Therefore, while
FATHER MALACHI: The third world nations you must fight back.
They practice the aristocratic fornications and killing by the hundreds of
whom they will consider as a possible vendetta brewing, and you must
see that this United States is built instead on Ten Commandments law
courts.
FATHER STRONG: The third world nations see what you have, the land
overflowing with milk and honey. It makes them want to be that same
aristocrat from their third world nation and covet this land. It is you
who must fight back as the Chosen People.
MOTHER MARY: You are chosen! You are chosen to carry the Christ
flame! The Threefold Flame culture and the Christian work ethic that
brings you the abundance!
1
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you are about music practicing, see if you can sing a song on
9/11 the same as a Marvin Gaye in the Vietnam War.
Michael Jackson: This is the soul singing.
MOTHER MARY: See if you can sing on the defense of the
United States.
Harry Luce: The home is far more than simply the prairies
or Alabama.
MOSES: The home is a home of the Chosen Ones.

MOSES: I would add killing and sadism to that “high
hallucinate.”

“All hallucinate drugs are poison.”
Mother Mary
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